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Hey! 

My name is Ortal Levitan and I'm a social 
media growth specialist and online 
business coach whose mission is to help 
personal brands grow their social media 
and scale their audience without paying 
tons of money for ads and funnels. I've 
successfully built my huge social media 
following of over 230k by adhearing to 
my three basic rules: be consistent, be 
transparent and help others by always 
being authentic and honest. 

My career in social media and online mentorship began as an online health and 
fitness instructor. I helped my clients lose weight by shifting their mindset around 
food, emotional eating and working out. After making an impact on the fitness 
world, I am proud to say that I have grown into a fitness instructor and influencer, 
but more importantly, I’ve gained the knowledge and experienced first-hand, how 
to grow your social media the right way (and the wrong way). 

My purpose is to help aspiring influencers and personal brands avoid making the 
same mistakes I made when growing my following and use their social media to 
live the life they desire and deserve. 

Maybe you're sick of trying to DIY and figure out paid ads, how to grow your 
audience without buying followers, how to get sponsored or even how to grow an 
email list. 

I wanted someone to tell me how to do it instead of making me read endless 
articles and figure it out myself. If any of these things feel like you... you've come to 
the right place. That’s exactly where I started when I first started growing my social 
media and now I make a living doing what I love!
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Let’s talk Instagram. I know it’s hard. You're trying to grow your Instagram 
following, but it feels almost impossible... Like other people seem to have 
this "secret sauce" and you don’t know the recipe!

I got you!

Just over a year ago I was in the same boat, so let me give you a few tips 
that I used myself to grow my account @workout_unicorn to over 230k!

Follow my guide below to see what’s preventing you from growing your 
page with real, organic followers... followers who are engaged and love 
your content!

Number 1: BE YOU
-Instagram is full of accounts with endless 
booty shots and supplement sponsors. Don’t 
get lost in the crowd. Being unique is what 
will set you apart and makeyou memorable.

-One way to make your page stand out is 
through your pictures. Higher quality images, 
different scenery,  and more personality or 
sass... these are all things that will make your 
page stand out.

-Another way to add value to your page is 
through your captions. Nobody has had your 
experiences and nobody writes exactly like 
you. Make your captions valuable or have 
them include more detail and better 
explanations. (aka long form cations for the 
win!)

-Being unique and standing out is my number 1 tip for a reason... It’s so simple, yet 
so many accounts lack the authenticity and uniqueness necessary to REALLY 
stand out on Instagram.
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Number 2: HIGH QUALITY PICTURES
-You need to have bright, high quality images to share on social media. 
When people look at your feed, you want them to see high quality pictures 
of you and your brand. Nobody likes looking at dark, grainy, low resolution 
pics.

-You don’t need to go buy a 
$700 camera. Your smartphone 
camera will do just fine. Just 
make sure to take pictures in 
bright areas with plenty of light 
(natural or artificial).

-Tying back to Tip Number 1: a 
picture is worth a thousand 
words. You should aim to make 
your page unique and help 
people know what it’s about 
without having to read the 
captions.

-Showcase yourself, your brand 
and your personality through 
your pictures. Just make sure 
they are bright and inviting! 
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Number 3: WHO ARE 
YOU TALKING TO?
-Before you can start attracting 
followers, you need to figure out 
WHO are these followers you’re 
trying to attract.

-One way to do this is to think 
about the end goal. If you have a 
personal brand, you want to 
attract your ideal followers. For 
example, as a fitness coach, I 
wanted to work with women ages 
22-45 that wanted to lose 10-15 
lbs and dealt with emotional 
eating.

-After you’ve determined WHO 
you’re trying to attract, align your 
branding and messaging with that 
audience. Speak to them directly. 
Write captions and post pictures 
that they would relate to. That’s 
why people hit that follow button.

-If you don’t have a personal 
brand, you should still make sure 
your messaging is in line with 
something you are passionate 
about. It can be anything, as long 
as you truly love it. That passion will 
shine through in your captions.

Number 4: WHAT’S 
YOUR THEME?
-Large Instagram accounts have a 
consistent theme. After you’ve 
determined who you’re trying to 
talk to, determine what the theme 
of your page will be.

-This helps people that come 
across your page decide whether 
your content is of value to them or 
not (without having to read a 
caption).

-Determine how you want to 
present yourself or your brand and 
what message you are trying to 
share with others.

-Do you love fitness, flyfishing and 
eating Jamoca Almond fudge ice 
cream? Make sure your content 
reflects that! Whatever you’re 
passionate about, whatever your 
brand is all about, share videos 
and pictures of it... people want to 
relate and get to know more 
about you!
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Number 5: BE CONSISTENT
-Consistently posting on your social media is important.

-Your audience needs to know they can count on you to deliver content 
everyday or every other day. They expect to see you pop up on their feed.

-Instagram’s algorithm also tends to favor accounts that post consistently 
and increases visibility for consistent accounts.

-You don’t need to post more than once a day. You can if you have 
something supervaluable or exciting to share, but it doesn’t matter to the 
Instagram algorithm. Also, posting too much can become spammy to your 
followers. Do they really need to see 7 pictures of the ice cream you just 
ate? 

-Post valuable content that resonates with your target audience and 
speaks to them.
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Number 6: ENGAGE
-Engage with people that show your page love!

-When you’re trying to grow your page, the most important thing you can 
do is show your followers that you appreciate them! This will also shows new 
followers that you’re active on your page and they’ll want to engage as 
well.

-How can you do this? Respond to comments that people leave on your 
picture. Go to their page and like some of their pictures. If they leave a 
super detailed comment, slide into their DM and tell them how much you 
appreciate it. Nothing can replace a genuine human interaction!

-Commenting is also important for the Instagram algorithm because it 
shows that your page has activity. If you can, make sure to respond to as 
many comments as possible during the first hour after posting.
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Number 7: CROSS 
PROMOTE

-Share your Instagram account on 
your other platforms like Facebook, 
Twitter and Youtube. Invite your 
followers from Facebook to follow 
your Instagram account.

-Just because you started a new 
social media account on 
Instagram doesn’t mean your 
other followers know about it.

-Tell your Facebook followers to 
check out your Instagram, your 
Snapchat users to follow your 
Facebook and your Instagram 
users to follow your Youtube.

-You get users from one platform 
onto another platform and the 
same person could be following 
you on all 5 platforms!

-You can motivate people to 
follow you on different social 
media platforms by doing 
giveaways or posting different 
content on different platforms too!

Number 8: DON’T BUY 
FAKE FOLLOWERS!

-I cannot emphasize this enough.

-These are just fake and inactive 
accounts. If you’re trying to grow 
your brand awareness and attract 
new people... fake followers will 
not do anything other than just 
increase your follower count.

-Fake followers don’t engage. 
Think about it... you have 10,000 
followers but your engagement is 
the same as when you had 2000 
followers. It makes zero sense and 
is a red flag. Companies can see 
right through that and it could hurt 
your credibility if you’re trying to 
get sponsored.

-Instagram’s algorithm can tell 
when your followers are fake or 
are bots. This is also against 
Instagram’s rules and they punish 
users by shadowbanning their 
account. This could mean your 
account doesn’t show up on 
hashtags, doesn’t show up on 
other people’s feeds or could 
even get permanently disabled 
and you never get it back!
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If you’re ready to supercharge your Instagram growth, grow your online 
community, get more engagement on your posts and see the follower 

count rise using my proven methods... keep reading.

THERE ARE 2 WAYS TO WORK WITH ME:
1.

If you’re an aspiring influencer with a message to share and are looking to 
grow your following to get sponsored and\or build an online community, 
but don’t know how to get the right attention on social media, then my 

Instagram Guru course is for you! CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

2.
If you’re ready to quit your 9-5 and launch a successful and lucrative 
personal brand, but need REAL guidance on how to grow your social 

media, get more collaborations and clients, get sponsored and monetize 
your following... then apply to work with me 1:1.

Apply here or send me a message at @workout_unicorn
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